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Mappe-Monde, ou Carte Generale Du Monde; Dessignee en deux plan-Hemispheres par
le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, Geographe Ordinaire de la Majeste . . . 1651
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Stock#: 62682
Map Maker: Sanson

Date: 1651
Place: Paris
Color: Outline Color
Condition: VG+
Size: 21 x 15.5 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

First State of Nicolas Sanson's First Map of the World

First state of Sanson's first map of the World, published by the single most important French mapmaker of
the 17th Century, whose modernistic approach to cartography would redefine commercial cartography
over the next 50 years and signal the beginning end of Dutch domination of the commercial map trade.

Sanson's double hemisphere map of the world is noteworthy for a number of reasons. It is Sanson's first
depiction of the island of California, using a model for the shape of California which would come to be
known as the 1st Sanson model. The map also provides a good look at the Great Lakes of North America, a
region for which Sanson's regional maps would become the most advanced depictions of the cartography
of the region for the next 30 years. The map depicts a curious NW Coast of America, separated from
California by an unnamed strait, certainly a curious omission for someone as meticulous as Sanson. This
NW Coast would disappear from his subsequent maps.

A very faint outline reflects Sanson's acknowledgement of the prospect of an undiscovered Southern
Continent. The depiction of Australia and SE Asia are quite unique. Nice example of this scarce first
edition of Sanson's map of the World.

Detailed Condition:
Discoloration at top left and top center blank margins, in the areas where there has been paper
restoration and some area added in facsimile. Minor foxing.


